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Various determinations m the current hterature of the ~r-3He-3H couphng constant are reexamined, and the ones 
leading to very low values are shown either to be erroneous or not decisive and Implausible A dispersion relauon and the 
tmpulse approximation wluch use the same kind of approximations both lead to GTr_3He _3 H (- m~) ~ -1 7, m absolute 
value higher than the elementary nucleon valueglrpn(--m~) = 1 41 

1 Introductton In the last decade a large number of 
attempts has been made to determine the n-- 3He-3H 
couphng constant G~r *1 which is the p l o n - 3 H e - 3 H  
form factor with the plon on mass shell m the elemen- 

tary-partlcle model (EPM) The published numbers fall 
roughly into two ranges On the one hand several authors 
[ 1 - 5 ] have determined a value for GTr much lower than 
the elementary plon--nucleon coupling constant [gTr 
= g n p n ( - m 2 )  = 1 4 1 ] , l e  

G,, ~ 1 0 (1) 

On the other hand there are deterrmnatlons, e g refs 
[6 -9 ]  which lead to values higher in absolute value 
than g .  

-1  8<~G~r<~-I  5 (2) 

There seems to be a serious and not understood discrep- 
ancy Moreover various different methods are mvolved 
an both the high and low deternunatlons which seem to 
be unrelated Ttus letter alms to point out the connec- 
tion between the different methods and to offer a crit- 
ical discussion We hold that all deternunatlons leading 
to low values contain either serious errors or underestv 
mate the uncertainties so much that a high value cannot 

4-1 By definition Glr-~ Gz._aHe_aH(-m 2) 
= w/~ Glr_aHe_aHe(-rn2n) In refs [1- 5] values lor f2 
= [Gn_3He_3He(-m2)]2/47r arc gwen 

be excluded We will also give a calculation in the im- 
pulse approximation (IA) leading to a high value and 

compare with dispersion relations The discussion will 
be kept brief and more complete results are planned 
10 be given elsewhere [ 10] 

2 Impulse approxtmanon Clearly a p ion-nucleus  
couphng constant is a quantity defined within the EPM 
IIowever, the formalism of Delorme [11 ] gives, m the 
Brelt frame (q0 = 0), a connection between the EPM 
and the IA Then 

GTr(q 2) = 6-1/2 gTr(q2) {[a] 0'1 + [o']2'1] " , (3) 

where [~],~,1, a = 0, 2, are reduced matrix elements 

defined m ref [11] A realistic waveiunction is used 
calculated from the RSC potential working in the 1S 0 
and 3S 1 - 3 D  1 channels [12,13] We make the extra- 

polatlon to the plon pole (q0 = 0, [q] = lmTr ) directly 
(cf eq (48) of ref [14]) in the functlons/l(qr),  1 = O, 
2, occurring in the radial mtegrals, and obtain G~r = 
-- 1 68 Thus It is seen that the influence of the nuclear 
form factor leads m a natural way to values for IGn/ 
g~r[ > 1 This forms a reference point for corrections 
we argue that any possible low value has to be com- 
pared not with gTr but with the IA value GTr ~ -1  7 

3 Dtsperston relattons Another way to determine 
G ~ ( - m  2) is to use a dispersion relation From the 
divergence of the axial current follows 
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a 2  
D(q 2) _ G A  (q2)+  ~ ap (q2 )  

t *  

alrm2G1r(q 2) 
- a'rm2G~r + l (q2)  - , (4) 

q2 + m 2 q2 + m 2 

with GTr(q 2) the n 3 H e - 3 H  form factol,  a,r = 0 94, 
i (q2)  the non-n-pole contnbut lon to the divergence 
and M the A = 3 mass A d:sperslon relation by Jarl- 
skog and Ynduram [6] fixes i (q2)  under the assump- 
tion that only the anomalous cut starting at q2 h 

- ( 1  8 mTr) 2 resulting from 3He ~ dp break up con- 
tnbutes  From their w o r k l ( 0 )  = 0 21 follows The 3H 
/3-decay rate gwes Gel (0) = 1 22 [8] Not noticed m 
ref [6], this leads with eq (4) for q2 = 0 (which is the 
Goldberger-Tremmn relation in the nuclear case) nec- 
essarily to G~r = - 1  52 

We repeated the dispersion relation calculations 
from refs [6,7] with more recent experimental data 
on couphng constants [15] Following ref [7] the cuts 
from the anomalous thresholds from 3He ~ dp and 
3He ~ d*(smglet)p break up are included, for the d* 
( J  = 0, T = 1) by assurmng that all strength is located 
m a resonance just above threshold [7] We find GTr 
~- - 1  7, the exact value being somewhat dependent  on 
the chosen integration hrrut m the dispersion mtegral 

Th:s value is fully cons:stent with the value found 
in secuon 2 m the IA As the used dmgrams correspond 
exactly to the impulse approx:matlon without exchange, 
ttus agreement is not  accMental 

4 Charge exchange p3He ~ n3H, refs [1,2,16] 
We turn now to a discussion of  the various determina- 
tions m the current hterature seen m the hght of  the 
above calculations 

Experimental results for the charge-exchange reac- 
t:on p3He -+ n3H were obtained by Blzard et al [16] 
The react:on mechamsm is supposed to be mainly n- 
exchange 

The data have been analyzed in this reference by 
extrapolating the ratio (do /d t ) (p  3 He -+ n 3 H)/ 
(da /d t ) (np  ~ pn) to the plon pole This ratio gwes Gn/gTr 
Using 6 data points at 415 MeV per nucleon and a 
straight hne for the fit, the there obtained result is 
GTr = - 1  35 -+ 0 08, 1 e shghtly lower in absolute value 
than gTr We esumate X 2 ~ 5 However, as already also 
suggested m thas reference, the used ratio Is, m the IA, 
expected to vary as a nuclear form factor If  this form 

facto~ is taken as 
A 

1 C 12 =~[(~lll ~ exp[u~ ' r ( i ) J~ ( / ) r_ ( i ) l f f , )  2 -/joj 
1=1 

as at ls for the plon contribution,  we can fit the data 
also with about the same X 2, but with no free param- 
eters Here the same wavefunctlon as m section 2 Is 
used This would imply GTr ~ 1 7 hke found m sec- 
tion 2 Both determinations do not say too much, as 
the nucleon data have large error bars, larger than the 
A = 3 ones, but they suggest that the found experi- 
mental cross sections are consistent with the impulse 
approximation,  and so with a high G,r 

The same data have also been analyzed in refs [1] 
and [2] In ref [1] a mapping method has been used 
to extrapolate data on the p3H -+ n3He differential 
cross section to the plon pole, and a low value [eq (1)] 
was obtained As also stated m ref [2] mapping meth- 
ods underestimate m general the uncertainties m the 
extrapolation much [17] Therefore m ref [2] ,in ex- 
phcxt parametnzat lon has been used for the continua- 
tion, leading also to about the same low value for G,~ 
We would like to make the following brief remarks on 
this work without being able to settle all difficult points 

In the explicit parametrtzatlon no allowance is made 
for the fact that from the 3'5-coupling, one-pxon con- 
tnbut lons are proport ional  to t From the relation t~ 
(t - m 2) = 1 + m2 / ( t  - rn 2) this means mtroducuon 

of  a constant background The same goes for the anom- 
alous threshold contribution because it can be described 
rather well by a pole in the considered region Thus 
there is a high background, instead of  one compatible 
with zero, as stated in ref [2] However, this constant 
background cannot be the almost constant u-channel 
deuteron exchange pole we checked that with values 
of  the H e - d - p  and H - d  -p couplings taken from refs 
[6,15] the contribution of  the deuteron pole Is negh- 
glble compared with the plon pole (except tot  t vely 
close to zero) It is unclear what else this background 
could be 

So far these remarks on the interpretation of  the 
formahsm of  rcf [2] The most serious objection, 
however, is the following The used parametnzat ion 
does not take Into account the very comphcated (and 
theoretically not fully understood) n e u t r o n - p r o t o n  
scattering [18] This process cannot be described by 
a simple 75-couphng with paon propagator,  as the dlf- 
ferentml cross section has no dip at t = 0 From the IA 
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we know then that also the EPM parametrlzatlon must 
have the same complexi ty 

In this context it may be noted that also the so 
much related processes el plon photoproduct lon (sec- 
tion 7) and radiative pion capture [19] are well de- 
scribed by the IA 

The data can therefore not be expected to yield an 
accurate value for G~r from such an over-simplified 
EPM model 

5 Izlasnc scattering 3He3H -* 3He3H, ref [3] In 

this process the same mapping method for analytic 
continuation has been applied as discussed in section 
4 for ref [1 ], and therefore the same criticism applies 
As the cross section here is dependent on [Gn(q2)]4 
the problems are here even more severe Moreover, 
only points in the nelghbourhood of  t = 0 have been 
fitted 

6 PCACandanalyttetty Refs [4,8,9] In ret [8] 
a quanti ty e(q 2) was used, defined by 

Gv(q2) = { [2MmttGA (q2)] /(q2 + m2)} [t + e(q2)] 

(5) 

Eq (4) leads then to 

G~r(- m2)=-a~rtGA(-m2)[1 + c ( - m 2 ) ]  (6) 

From eqs (4) and (5) e(q 2) has been calculated in 
ref [8] using i (q2 )  from Jarlskog and Ynduraln [6] 
(see section 3) and a double pole parametrlzatlon for 
GA(q2 ) Then e(q 2) is found to be nearly constant, 
e(q 2 ) ~ e ( 0 ) ~  0 0 5  for - m  2 , ( q 2 < m  2 ,andaTr  
= - 1 61 In tel [4], eq (6) has been used together 
with an analytic extrapolat ion of  G A ( q 2 ) t o  the pton 
pole very dlt terent from the double pole extrapolat ion 
for GA(q 2) used in ref [8] to calculate e( -m 2) Still 
the quanti ty e ( - m  2) was taken from ref [8] and a 
low value for G,r found It must be clear now that the 
procedure ot ref [4] is incorrect With the Goldberger 

Trelman relation [eq (3) for q2 = 0] an analytic con- 
tinuatlon for GA(q 2) is unnecessary and G~ is fixed as 
soon a s I (0 )  and GA(0 ) are known With a different 
continuation for GA(q2), e( -m 2) has to be calculated 
anew, and use of  the Jarlskog and Ynduraln value for 
I (0 )  and GA(O ) = 1 22, will always result In G n = - 1 52 

7 Pton photoproducnon and low-energy theorems 
Ref [5] In this reference also a low value, G~r = - 1  02 

was obtained from experimental results on the reaction 
3" + 3H ~ rr + 3He at threshold In the analysis the 
EPM is used supplied by low-energy theorems 

From eq (4) follows Grr(0) = - 1  30 In a first ap- 
proximation Gn(q2 ) is expected to vary with q2 on a 
scale connected with the nuclear site, which is domi- 
nated by the lowest anomalous thresholds This means 
that the expansion parameter is not (mJM) 2 ~ 0 0025 
as perhaps naively expected but rather (mn/1 8 mTr)2 

0 3 which is large Low-energy theorems determine 
the amplitude only to first order in k (photon momen- 
tum) and q (pion momentum) This means that the 
difference between Glr(0), G~(-m 2) and e g G~(+m 2) 
is already undetermined So the strong variation in 
GTr(q 2) prohibits a precise determination (cf the situ- 
ation in 6LI, ret [20] ) 

In this context  it may be noted that the equivalence 
theorem between pseudo-scalar and pseudo-vector 
couplings holds, up to a small term when the momen- 
tum dependence of  the form factor IS neglected [21 ] 
In the catastrophic graph in pseudo-vector theory it is 
then unclear what the appropriate value for the mo- 
mentum transfer is when a form factor is inserted 
Note also that also in this process the IA seems to 
work rather well [22] 

We admit that a similar criticism regardmg the use 
of  low-energy theorems applies to the EPM calcula- 
tions of  radiative/~-capture of  ref [23] and we think 
that the impulse approximation calculation there 
should be taken more serious than the EPM predictions 

8 Other determinations Ref [8] As far as is known 
to us, this are all determinations of  G n leading to low 
values As we have shown there IS no lndlcatlon that 
GTr should have such a low value 

The high value determined m ret [8] from pamal  
/a-capture/~ + 3tte + 3H + v u has flattered error bars 
Allowance for a reasonable uncertainty in GA(q 2) for 
q2 ~ 0 96 m 2 the nlomentuni transler at rouen cap- 
ture, leads to no sensible constraint on Gp(q 2) at q2 

m 2 Further the extrapolation to the pion pole is 
also model dependent 

9 Conclusions The value of  tile concept of  a plon 
-nuc leus  coupling constant seems to us rather limited 
In all discussed processes it is the form factor which 
plays a role, even In pIon photoproduct lon With such 
a loosely bound system as a nucleus it IS very hard to 
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find a way to define and measure G~r , and It ~s not sur- 
prising that different processes and methods y:eld dfl- 
ferent outcomes Stdl we have shown that all pubhshed 
determinations leading to GTr ~ - 1  0 contain either 
serious errors or underesttmate the uncertainties very 

much Also, as G~(0) = - 1 3 [from eq (3)], there must 
be m that case a bending in the form factor Only enor- 
mous amounts of exchange (speaking m the IA lan- 

guage), or higher threshold &agrams (m &sperslon 
language) can cause such a bending Thas is rather tm- 

probable m view of the good description gwen by the 

IA of plon photoproductlon [22], radmtwe plon cap- 
ture [19], and the charge-exchange reaction p3H 

n3He [8] 

A high value o f G  n ~ -1  7 follows m a natural way 
m the IA from the nuclear form factor and is supported 
by and consistent with lowest threshold dispersion re- 
lations A connection between tlus result and more 

model independent ways to measure G~r would, how- 
ever, be desirable 
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